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Beck indicated that compared to the traditional danger,the new-style risk 
had many different characters in his theory of risk society,such as 
global,incalculable,factitious,dubious and so on.Because the new-style risk of 
risk society had these characters,the restriction of the new-style risk was 
confronted with many difficulties.This article expects to straighten out the 
relation between risk and danger ,distinguish the new-style risk and 
danger,constitute the risk of Criminal Law,and restrict the risk of Criminal Law 
by risk offence. 
This article is divided into four chapters,about 30,000 words. 
Chapter Ⅰ introduced the characters of natural risk before industrial 
society、factitious risk of industrial society,new-style risk of risk society,and 
brought forward three difficulties that restricted the new-style risk of risk 
society had. 
ChapterⅡexpatiated respectively sociologist and jurisconsults’viewpoints 
about the relation between risk and danger,analysed the relation of risk and 
danger of different historical modality on dubious angle,and brought forward 
the viewpoint that the risk of Criminal Law takes on relative dubious 
character,but the danger of Criminal Law takes on relative determinacy. 
Chapter Ⅲ  introduced the concept and character of the danger of 
Criminal Law,and analysed the meanings of idiographic danger offence and 
abstract danger offence. 
Chapter Ⅳ  expatiated the constitution and restriction of the risk of 
Criminal Law.Firstly,it introduced the basis of constituting the risk of Criminal 
Law,and constituted the risk of Criminal Law according as risk 
consciousness,risk evaluating and risk communication;Secondly,It analysed the 
modes of the risk of Criminal Law which had been existed;Llastly,it put 
forward the theory of risk offence,on the grounds of Roxin’s purposive rational 
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